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Intelligent data leads to endless possibilities.
Virtually limitless amounts of information can be collected in today’s smart cities – from measuring storm
run-off and soil moisture to monitoring traffic and parking. The Fybr Platform can collect that information
and turn it in to actionable insights – allowing communities large and small to reduce operational costs,
increase efficiency, and improve overall quality of life.

Improved Parking

30%

LESS TRAFFIC

Wayfinding

Access

Intelligent hang tags for campus, residential,
loading and event parking communicate with
the network – allowing controlled access

Fybr’s smartphone app Parking GeniusTM
leads drivers to open spots in addition to
delivering pricing and other information

Safe & Orderly Streets
Sensors and enforcement tools
keep traffic flowing and
no-parking zones clear

Safety & Security
Safety

Structural Integrity
Vibrations are monitored
in buildings and bridges

Motion-based street lighting increases
safety while reducing energy consumption.
Noise, motion and crowd detection
lead to safer neighborhoods

Item Location

Health & Security

Efficiency is increased by tracking items
in warehouses, buildings or streets for
asset control. Plus, stolen property can
be tracked for recovery

Nuclear, chemical and biological
monitoring help prevent emergencies –
leading to public health and well-being

Environmental Sensing
Weather

Agriculture

Sensing for precipitation,
air and ground temperatures

Soil moisture tracking
for improved yield

Electromagnetic Emissions
Power lines, cellular and other emitters
monitored for regulatory compliance

Air & Water Quality
Pollution can be measured
remotely and can trigger
notifications as needed

Utility Monitoring

For advertising inquiries, please contact: 720.708.4250
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100 acres of soybeans grow in in the front portion of the
Hill and Dale Farm that is allowing Patriot Farmers of
America (PFA) a training site in the central section of the
farm in Berryville, VA. The back portion of the farm is used
for grazing by the rare Randall Lineback landrace cattle, an
“all-purpose” heritage breed that produced milk, beef and
were draft animal throughout New England. USDA photo by
Lance Cheung via Flickr.

Leak Detection

Accidents and loss due to
leaky underground gas and
water pipes is prevented

Sewer Monitoring

Waste Management

Fluid levels are tracked to
prevent backups and overflow

Dumpsters are able to automatically
send notifications when full

www.fybr-tech.com

Storm Drain Run-off

Rainwater run-off levels are
monitored to gauge infrastructure
needs and prevent flooding
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LONG LASTING • ZERO VOCS
NON-TOXIC • ECO-FRIENDLY
Protect your investment with guaranteed performance
up to 10 years* on all indoor/outdoor wood, exotic
wood, concrete, brick, masonry and composite decking.
Seal-Once™ advanced nano-particle formulas penetrate surfaces and bond to
form a superior barrier deep inside for the longest lasting protection against water,
mold and mildew stains, spalling, cracking, splitting, corrosion, salt intrusion
and more. The result is maintenance-free compared to conventional coatings that
require reapplication every one to two years. Seal-Once breathable coatings are
water-based, non-flammable and contain no VOCs, toxins or irritants—will not harm
people, animals or plants. Also available in tints or specialized marine and industrial
grades, each is easy to apply, with fast cure and soap and water cleanup.

SIMPLY THE BEST-PERFORMING WATERPROOFER AVAILABLE.

*Vertical Surfaces

LEARN MORE AT
NEW IMAGE COATINGS LLC
(603) 669-8786 • SEAL-ONCE.COM
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Sustainability. It might be the most important word in both business and our personal lives today.
Thanks to climate change, dwindling resources, our global economy, the growing emphasis on green products,
and the Internet-driven power of the consumer, companies have shifted the way they do business, grow and
obtain materials, and serve customers. They have taken creative, community-oriented approaches, developed
entirely new product lines, and switched from exploiting our natural resources to helping preserve them.
The result? A business approach that will enable us to prosper during our rapidly changing times.
We at Innovation & Tech Today have reported on sustainability since our premiere issue. Now, we step it up. Thanks to
support from groups like Sustainable Brands and The Sustainability Consortium, we present Sustainability Today, a special
section within each quarterly issue. This gives companies and individuals a strong vehicle for sharing their programs and
strategies — and it gives you greater insight into how these organizations are looking out for our future,
as well as their bottom lines.
Our journey begins…
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INNOVATION FOR SUSTAINABILITY
Innovation for sustainability enhances business value and drives profitability.
Sustainable Brands® convenes and connects the largest peer community of
global business leaders interested in driving value through sustainability at
scale. Events connect senior business leaders and sustainability practitioners
from different perspectives and disciplines who influence the way brands
innovate. Join an upcoming event and learn how to accelerate positive change
through innovation for sustainability.

Peer Stewardship:
The Future of
Sustainability
By Robert Yehling
Matthew Yeomans knows his way around
stories. He’s dealt with some of the most
outlandish claims, and battled through the “take
it or leave it” corporate mentality like the rest of
us. Now, he finds himself in a position all
forward-thinking, customer-focused businesses
and people strive to achieve: carrying forth a
message of peer-to-peer stewardship.
“I used to be able to throw stuff at you, and you
could take it or leave it. I could have a wall up,”
Yeomans said at the Sustainable Brands (SB) ’15
San Diego conference. “That’s all changed with
social media. As the company, as the brand, this is
really scary, because it makes me accountable. I
have to learn very quickly how I’m going to
engage with customers.
“Social media has radically changed our way of
interacting, and also the idea of the information
superhighway. When you care about a certain
issue, you can find someone anywhere in the
world who also cares about that issue.”
Therein lies both the present and future of a
truly sustainable life, business, and world: caring
for each other as well as our bottom line. From
TED Talks to conferences and seminars,
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strategists and consultants have spent the past few
years sharing the power of storytelling in
branding and connecting with customers. The
importance of story has never been greater as
companies move deeper into the brave new world
of greater resource management, local sourcing,
transparency, community involvement, waste
control, education, and customer relationships in
which customers are peers – and success is tied to
the future of the world.
“These are not the ruthless people in business,”
said Greg LaBar of the consulting firm Dix &
Eaton. “These are the people who need to move
more and more into driving the way we do
business. I think that’s happening. It’s going to
take us forward doing business in an ethical,
sustainable, and creative way that benefits
everyone.”
We, the customers, are no longer the taglines,
afterthoughts, or merely end-users — we are
partners. A perfect example of this new dynamic
comes from Sprint’s Keanon Swan in his flowing
description of the ever-innovative Sprint’s
transition to wheat straw as a material source for
paper packaging and billing:

FEATURED EVENTS

As businesses and
customers begin to thrive
in a more sustainable
economy, we look ahead to
what it really boils down to:
taking care of each other

NEW METRICS ‘15 | OCT 6 - 8
Leading businesses are creating and valuing entirely new forms of
positive environmental AND social impact as well as quantifying
previously ignored costs and risks. Attend this event and learn how to
measure and manage your success in the next economy. Boston, MA
www.NewMetrics15.com

“We talk about a road map, look at innovation,
and take the long view,” he said. “What can we do
to lighten the product and make it more efficient
[…] and simpler for the customer? Then we
move to the next phase, to lighten the paper itself.
We took it from 20-pound to 18-pound paper,
thus reducing white space. Then we try to save
the company money and experiment with the
next thing, which led us to wheat straw. That
leads us to the eco-envelope, the two-way reusable envelope. And we keep asking, what can
we do for the customer?”
Swan’s view of the customer as a center-seat
partner is no accident. While businesses break
out lofty (and impressive) numbers of gallons of
water and raw materials saved, local jobs created,
natural energy sources utilized, and other
statistics, they are moving toward a far more
important solution — treating their customers as
if they are stakeholders. Because, they are.
Haven’t they always been? After all, if I don’t buy
your product, you are out of business. That’s a
pretty important stakeholder.
Take Stella Artois’ collaboration with Water.org.
One of the world’s largest breweries, Stella Artois’

SB‘15 LONDON | NOV 16 - 18
The demand for new products, services and business models that
deliver purpose together with profit is soaring. Learn How you can
successfully innovate your brand for sustainability to drive brand
success Now. Beaumont Windsor Estate, UK.
www.SB15London.com

2015 - 2016 EVENT LOCATIONS
Bangkok • Barcelona • Boston • Buenos Aires
Cape Town • Copenhagen • Istanbul • Kuala Lumpur
Rio de Janeiro • San Diego • Sydney

MICHAEL DICKSTEIN
Director, Global Sustainable Development
HEINEKEN International
Session at SB’15 San Diego: How to Intersect
Sustainability and Marketing, Sell More by Selling
Less and Drive Positive Impact

Special offer for Innovation & Tech Readers: Register for these featured events and save 20% with code NWITT2015
To Learn More, visit: www.SustainableBrands.com/events
For More Information, contact: @SustainBrands | connect@sustainablebrands.com | +1 415.626.2212

How Brands are
Failing: The Missed
Opportunity of
Social Media
Sustainability is about working together as
much as it is about finding renewable
resources, saving on energy, and being mindful
of communities in which businesses operate.
Today, there is no greater public barometer of a
company’s ability to connect with customers
than social media.

Water — and the lack or excess thereof — was the primary resource on participants’ minds at
Sustainable Brands’ SB 15 San Diego conference in June. The conference featured more than
50 engaging workshops and plenary sessions, including an impressive “What Great Brands Do”
presentation from branding strategist Denise Yohn (above left).

most precious resource is water. And beer
drinkers. To bolster their commitment to
water conservation, they partnered with
Water.org, hitching their brand to a globally
conscious, cultured, and powerful
organization involved with the ultimate peerto-peer caretaking duty — protecting the
one resource that assures our survival. As
Water.org’s Julia LaGuardia put it,
“Human impact is really important. We
put a human face on the astounding
facts and figures.”

We, the customers,
are no longer the
taglines, afterthoughts,
or merely end-users —

we are
partners.

Then look at what their joint program
includes: a 360-degree, rich content
approach with selective advertising,
video, social porting, Instagram, the TVC
shopping network in Mexico, a Tumbr immersive
campaign, aggregated content, and photographs.
They used this approach on World Water Day,
which coincided with Super Bowl XLIX in
February, and received 25,000 site visits within
minutes after their two ads ran.
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“We’ve focused on sharing journeys, promoting
challenges, calls to action, and milestone updates
for consumers to see our collective actions,” said
David Butler of Stella Artois.
Among those highly impressed with the Stella
Artois/Water.org approach is Alexandria Bennett
of Source Intelligence. “I think one of the most
important things is to get rid of much of the
corporate vernacular. We need to communicate
and convey our stories like writers and storytellers
do. They’ve done that.”

During his talk at SB ’15 San Diego, Matthew
Yeomans, the owner of the media business
Sustainly, shared a study he conducted of the
Facebook practices of the world’s top 15
consumer companies: Associated British
Foods, ABInBev, Coca Cola, Diageo, DANONE,
General Mills, J&J, Kimberly-Clark, Mars,
McDonalds, Mondelez International, PepsiCo,
Procter & Gamble, Dove, and Nescafe.
“What do companies love to be and love to
portray themselves as to you?” Yeomans asked.
“You’re going to find out on Facebook.”
Yeomans learned that of the 195 total product
brands represented by the Big 15, a total of 74
communicated in some way about corporate
sustainability — a surprisingly low 40 percent.
Four brands made up 50 percent of that total.

Butler’s and Bennett’s words drive to the heart
of what will sustain businesses, economies, and
the planet — our understanding and central
involvement. It also circles back to Yeomans’
concerns as author of the Social Media
Sustainability Index: We’re all in it together,
businesses of the world. Are you?

“What we have is a failure to communicate on
a brand level,” he said. “Fundamentally when it
comes to sustainability at this moment,
companies don’t trust themselves to
communicate it at a brand level. It gets in the
way of the arc of the story or message they
want to present.”

“Businesses cannot look at social media as
a silo within a larger marketing plan,” he said.
“Likewise, sustainability isn’t a tactic. It’s a
fundamental business philosophy. To get
past the other brands, I have to build community,
I have to build trust, and I have to be creative.
That is a really potent recipe for communicating
sustainability.”

Yeomans suggests companies change the way
they tell stories — drastically. “If you don’t
connect in a way that gives your customer a
reason to join your journey, you’re not going to
have success.” He then presented eight tips for
soft sustainability — the key to peer-to-peer
success on social media and in the
marketplace:
• Know your audience
• Know what you have to say
• Know what you do well
• Know your strengths — and weaknesses
• Know how to be transparent
• Know how to be creative
• Know how to be useful
•K
 now how to lead and when to lead
the debate

And for giving we, the people, the feeling that
companies care about our lives and needs. If they
don’t, we’re a click away from switching to a brand
that does care. That is the heart of peer-to-peer
stewardship.

What is the smartest city in the world? What makes it that
way? We look at the latest, most essential form of urban
development to ensure sustainability and efficiency.

I

t is not necessarily tall or
short, big or small, remote
or central. However, it is
intelligent — very intelligent. So
much so that it connects within
and beyond itself to optimize
the quality of urban life for all.
Welcome to the smart city, the
urban model that follows the
basic hierarchy of a thriving,
living, integrated ecosystem.
Resources (water-energy-waste)
flow efficiently; traffic is nearly
non-existent; manufacturing
and production hubs are
optimally coordinated;
commercial business centers
share a distributed renewable
energy resource; and
neighborhoods, parks, and
public spaces are safe and social
(both virtually and actually).
Governments enjoy direct, realtime access to citywide
information, so as to clip the
wings of crime or catastrophe at
its source.
Science fiction? No, this is fast
becoming the current reality for
leading-edge world cities
through the Carbon Neutral
Cities Alliance and others. It is
also a new way for visionary
companies like Panasonic and
Qualcomm, who are reinventing
the urban landscape for
tomorrow.
Sound cool? Complex? Well, it
should. We are talking about the
infinite opportunities to

Smart Cities,
Smart Citizens

integrate efficiency, safety, and
higher quality of life into every
city process and system for each
of the 3.6 billion urban dwellers
who live and work in the world’s
major cities. In fact, the
transformation of the urban
landscape has already begun. It
only now needs smart citizens
(you and me), ever-growing
political will, and a bit of capital
to embrace our smarter future,
in order to speed and to scale.
If you’re reading Innovation &
Tech Today, then you are already
probably smart, and you already
understand the socio-economic,
environmental stakes here.
Cities are responsible for nearly
70% of our global carbon
footprint while housing 50% of
the people on the planet. They
add stress to existing
infrastructure-resources-roads,
which in turn creates a positive
feedback loop to changing
climate. Now, imagine our
footprint if we ramp up urban
population from 50% to 70% by
2050, as predicted. You get the
picture.
Simply put, we need to
innovate. If we apply the human
body metaphor to the urban
landscape, then we need to
upgrade the neural networks of
our cities and engineer
intelligent tissues into our
existing urban bodies to help
them operate healthier and

more efficiently. Smart citizens
need healthy urban bodies,
right?

Smart Urban Mobility
Already, many cities from
Seoul to San Francisco have
interactive, virtual mapping
digital technologies such as
crowd-sourced point-to-point
taxi services and integrated light
rail, train, bus, and car share
mobility apps and maps. More
public-shared transportation
options are coming online in
major world cities. Then there’s
traffic – not just Internet traffic,
but physical, bumper-tobumper, uber-frustrating traffic,
where the only consolation (if
you are a hybrid/electric car
owner) is that your car battery
re-charges after you brake 100
times per hour. If you’ve not yet
crossed over to the light electric
side, then the smart real-time
traffic flow maps (complete with
construction zone warnings and
alternative GPS re-routing
strategies) are very effective lifemind-time savers.
ARUP predicts that, if we
don’t upgrade to first-rate smart
mobility, United States city
congestion costs in 2030 will
reach nearly $186 billion per
year. That’s a lot of traffic ticket
capital to raise. I imagine smart
citizens wouldn’t let that
happen, because Smart Urban
Mobility is the New Green.

Smart Urban Infrastructure
It’s challenging to deliver
consistent and citywide mobile
connectivity and bandwidth
capacity 24/7. Further, if we
expect nearly 25 billion smart
devices to be connected to the
virtual cloud of everything by
2020, as is predicted by the
Gartner Group, Juniper
Research and others, then
managing the ever-increasing
Internet traffic for all our daily
tasks (beyond averting traffic)
becomes an even greater
challenge.
Now, imagine that we will
evolve as truly connected urban
dwellers, with 3.6 billion people
tweeting, searching, purchasing,
poking, and posting over 100 to
200 times a day. What’s the
solution to well-managing and
well-directing all that virtual
traffic? Localize it. That’s exactly
what Qualcomm is doing,
weaving connectivity and
capacity into existing
infrastructure citywide. Imagine
adding local hotspots to park
benches, light posts, or corner
mailboxes. What about the
once-commonplace public
telephone booths, now urban
heritage sites? New York and
Qualcomm are actively
converting them into Innovation
Hubs, equipped with Internet
connectivity, mobile recharge
capacity, and digital information
displays. All we need next is

“…United States city congestion
costs in 2030 will reach nearly
$186 billion per year. That’s
a lot of traffic ticket capital
to raise.”

By Catherine Cunningham, Ph.D.
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Starbucks coffee, and we’ve begun
the Pursuit of Happyness
(remember Will Smith’s film?)
toward a new re-wired
entrepreneur hub culture.
While we’re in renovation mode,
why not re-paint those light poles
with solar cells, attach a microwind turbine or two, or add an air
quality meter (like smart urban
planners are doing in China)? We
would succeed in creating a local,
distributed, shared hybrid energy
source that also measures air
quality. It creates a new way of
looking at ourselves as global
citizens who access and exchange
energy from any point in our
connected urban ecosystem. As
the initial investment, urban tax,
or loan is paid down to build the
infrastructure, then that energy
resource becomes free. Imagine a
free resource — sounds great,
doesn’t it?

“The perfect storm
narratives on
climate-congestioninconvenient truths
are swiftly being
replaced by the
refreshing,
regenerating,
intelligent narratives
on smart and
connected cities.”
What about the role of upgraded
neural networks on enhanced
performance, reliability, and
response time for civil services?
Imagine the impact on urban
justice, peace, and disaster relief if
surveillance cameras were
integrated into traffic lights. And
what if cities further launched cool
citizen response campaigns and
apps so that those 25 billion
devices could be used by smart
citizens uber-networked citywide
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to automatically alert relevant
response teams when an
emergency strikes (Ebola), a
natural disaster hits (Kathmandu
earthquake), or a crime spree
breaks out (Ferguson, Baltimore)?
What could Baltimore and
Kathmandu possibly have in
common to mitigate future
devastation and the extraordinary
resources now needed to aid
repair? Both need smarter
infrastructure, where surveillance
can help lead to greater public
service and social justice.

Digital Technology for
Water Efficiency
Then there’s digital technology.
What if we use it to monitor,
manage, repair, upgrade, and
optimize existing city infrastructure
preventatively? The New Climate
Economy Report estimates that
$90 trillion will be invested in
urban infrastructure globally in
the next 15 years. With the right
digital technology, partners and
purposeful urban managers can
more efficiently target and tackle
the bumps and the bruises in our
vintage urban centers. They can
use localized sensors on roads
to target the most damaging
potholes for repair.
Sensitive digital technologies can
rapidly detect and pinpoint
leakages in water pipelines, note
lower or higher water pressure, and
measure water quality. With these
tools, imagine the environmentenergy-cost savings. Given
depleting ground water storage,
current drought conditions, and
chronic dependence on imported
water, a digital solution to
identifying water loss hot spots
and streamlining connectivity
among all the stakeholders must
be music to any mayor’s ears.
In Saipan, a U.S. territory in the

Northern Mariana Islands,
Qualcomm and CH2MHill
recently joined forces to address
the small city’s 70% water leakage
and water theft problem with a
new cellular-based metering
system. Imagine what Qualcomm’s
digital technology could do for
Los Angeles at scale!

From Waste to Fuel
Finally, no urban story is
complete without covering the
ripe topic of trash. If we as smart
citizens embraced cradle-to-cradle
circular economy principles of
design (e.g. William McDonough,
The Upscale: Beyond Sustainability)
and reduce, reuse, recycle, or
repeat urban zen philosophies,
then the concept of waste would
be eliminated. If we really want to
take the urban ecosystem
metaphor to its zenith point, we
can look at converting waste to
wealth in our cities.
Enter again the smart technology
Qualcomm has introduced to
trash collection. It begins with
smart trash bins, where solarpowered intelligence screens
monitor contents and wirelessly
communicate that information to
a virtual site accessible for
collectors en route. Isn’t it more
efficient for collectors to skip
visiting half-full or empty
trashcans every day? Imagine that
same technology and new efficient

pick-up protocol applied to other
city resource flows, like delivery of
medical supplies, packages or
flowers.
I don’t normally get excited
about trash, but you have to admit,
this technology presents a pretty
amazing picture moving forward.
And the story has just begun. Most
thrilling is that the lead characters
across the urban landscape, like
Panasonic and Qualcomm, are
reinventing a new era of urban
innovation and collaboration. Says
Kiva Allgood, head of Qualcomm’s
Smart Cities Initiative, “that’s
where the real magic happens.”
Clearly, it’s the dawn of a new
day. The perfect storm narratives
on climate-congestioninconvenient truths are swiftly
being replaced by the refreshing,
regenerating, intelligent narratives
on smart and connected cities.
Since cities are made of citizens,
we can’t forget that our future
urban landscape is only as
intelligent as the smart citizens
who design, manage, and maintain
them.
That would be you and me.
CATHERINE CUNNINGHAM
is a writer, screenwriter, futurist,
and circular economy expert based in
Orange County, CA.
She can be reached through
www.eikosphere.org.

Get used to the look: by 2025, it is expected that more than 100 smart cities
will be created to become major world centers.

by Terepac

The Intersection of
Relevance&Resiliency

Sustainable Brands’ annual San Diego conference moved from sharing success
stories to implanting practices for our new economy — and environment
By Robert Yehling

W

hile Southern California
baked in the sun, leaching
what little water remained
during a drought considered
the worst in 500 years, everyone from basketball
Hall of Famer Bill Walton, 300 exhibitors, and
more than 2,000 leaders, to innovators and
drivers of our business future packed into
Paradise Point in San Diego to buckle up for the
long haul.

generations in terms of age groups,” said
Raphael Bemporad, co-founder of BBMG.
“Generations are shaped by events and
experiences that define who we are and help us
understand the issues and world around us.
This particular generation — the one that will
lead us through this very difficult time and into
a more sustainable world — connects various
ages and the issues. They connect the right thing
to do with the cool thing to do.”

In this case, ‘the long haul’ involves the
products we will buy and way we will do
business during a far different economic,
climatic, and technological time than anything
the baby boomers or Gen X knew when they
were building businesses in their 20s and 30s.
These changes are why much of Sustainable
Brands (SB) ’15 San Diego conference focused
on repositioning younger entrepreneurs and
sustainability experts not as followers of a wellworn path, but creators of something entirely
new. Also, of blurring the focus on age itself.

Bemporad makes a strong point: Right now,
talking and walking sustainability is cool.
However, it’s also what will keep us viable as a
culture and an economy. “We’re at the
intersection of relevance and resiliency right
now,” he said. “This is where brands of the 21st
century will succeed. You can’t separate these
two anymore.”

“For a long time, we’ve been talking about
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This mantra was borne out in various shapes
and forms during four days of beachfront
plenaries, keynotes, seminars, parties, and
hallway discussions. A trio of city planners
broke down how the City of Phoenix is

combining state-of-the-art LED lighting (cool,
resilient) and better negotiating with solar and
utility companies (necessity) to create one of
the nation’s most energy-efficient municipal
power grids (relevance). Green Advantage, a
consultancy firm, touted how MGM resorts is
converting 1.3 million lights to LED, saving
more than 20 million gallons of water per year,
and recycling more than 56,000 tons of waste
annually — a perfect mixture of present
relevance leading to future resiliency.
Even the Boy Scouts of America, the denizen
of conservation-minded youth organizations,
has jumped into the relevance/resiliency
discussion. The BSA awards 22 million outdoor
recreation merit badges and 11 million natural
sciences merit badges per year. Both are now
required to attain the coveted Eagle Scout status,
as well as community service projects; scouts
perform 17 million hours of such service each
year.
“We’ve been practicing conservation and
sustainability and instilling those values in our
scouts for a hundred years,” a BSA spokesman
said. “It’s nice to see that these kids can move
out of scouts and into something where they
already have a lot of training, when you think
about it.”
Since we were in San Diego, at the heart of a
drought that has taxed Californians to the tune of
mandatory 25% water rationing and caused more
than 3 million acres to burn — in 2015 alone —

Turkel Design for Lindal Cedar Homes
Striking a balance between innovation and tradition - the modern designs of Turkel Design by Lindal Cedar Homes
are produced and delivered worldwide.
At the heart of the Lindal Experience lives progress and tradition, inspiration
and predictability - the cutting-edge architecture of Turkel Design delivered
through the time-honored building systems of Lindal Cedar Homes have
been named to TIME’s 2009 Green Design 100.
Known for enduring quality and a 70-year commitment to sustainability,
Lindal Cedar Homes is very proud to be the first systems-built housing
provider to be Green Certified by Home Innovation Research Labs.

Dozens of clients have chosen a Turkel Design
home by Lindal. To locate a local representative,
learn more about the caring service of our worldwide
network of dealers, purchase one of our planning
guides, sign up for a webinar, or view a free
electronic design portfolio go to:
Lindal.com or call 1-888-4Lindal

N AT U R A L LY

LINDAL

Greg LaBar, the managing director
of Cleveland-based Dixon & Eaton, a
corporate communications and
consultancy firm, agrees. “That’s a
great comment,” he said. “Our offices
sit atop Lake Erie, which has a much
different water issue than the
drought in California or the flooding
in Texas and Florida. The ability to
localize and customize shows really
good leadership.

SB ’15 San Diego drove beyond the typical conference fare of
keynotes and presentations, as attendees networked and
collaborated on solutions they built into their businesses during
the summer — when not having fun testing electric cars.

water was on everyone’s minds. Alliances,
consultancy groups and companies touted their
water savings, some of which were stunning.
Organizations like Water.org discussed specific
projects and alliances they’ve formed, and how
they’re breaking out their stories, successes, and
messages on social media. Even Sustainable
Brands jumped into the act, allowing signs to be
planted outside the conference center to show the
other coastal water issue — rising seawater levels
and flood lines, should the global meltdown
continue at its same terrifying rate.
In the trenches and various workshops, the talk
wasn’t about sharing stories or touting lofty
statistics, but to identify and deploy specific
solutions now.
“I’m noticing that we’re moving into much
more of an execution phase,” said Rob
Zimmerman of Kohler, the multi-billion dollar
manufacturer of household fixtures and
commodes, all centered on water flow. “How are
we paying closer attention to specifics? With
Kohler, we focus on the fact that there are 50
states and 50 different water issues — the
drought in California and the west, floods in
Florida, Texas, and parts of the South, all the
snow in New England, runoff from dairies and
farms in Wisconsin and Midwestern states, lake
pollution issues in the Great Lakes states,
concerns over fracking seepage … When we can
provide solutions to specific environmental or
community situations, then we’re driving to the
potential of a lasting, sustainable solution, in my
opinion.”
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San Diego and Jacksonville will soon begin piloting
new GE technology designed to help them become
more intelligent and efficient.

produce paper bills without tree pulp — by using
wheat straw, a far more renewable and fastgrowing resource.

Both cities will incorporate into the GE LED solution
that uses LED street lighting installations to connect,
collect, and analyze data. It will harness the power of
the industrial Internet to help their cities run better
while providing new services and conveniences for
residents and visitors. By repurposing street lights
with LEDs containing sensors, controls, wireless
transmitters, and microprocessors, a city will be able
to create new opportunities for reducing cost,
optimizing operations and creating value-added
services for residents, making their cities even more
livable and workable.

“A huge part of the sustainability effort is telling
our story well, and continuing to find new stories,
because that is how people relate to something
new,” he said. “But the next step forward is
converting them into things we can use in our
lives. That’s the jump forward I saw this year in
San Diego.”

“I do believe water is the one issue
that, no matter how much attention
we give it, it’s not enough. A gallon of
water is almost as expensive now as a
gallon of gas in the store. That should
open people’s eyes.”

Even the storytelling is getting more
specific. Whereas the SB ’14 San Diego
conference focused heavily on rich,
impactful success stories, the 2015 conference
was a discussion on how all companies are diving
further into sustainable practices. In fact, as LaBar
noted, the big problem in the corporate world
now isn’t greenwashing — overstating the
company’s sustainability footprint — but green
blushing, which is understating actual
accomplishments. While that sounds almost like
an anathema in today’s hype-filled branding
climate, Zimmerman pointed out that Kohler
didn’t start telling its sustainability story until
2008, even though it had been fitting homes with
water-efficient products since the 1970s.
“I’ve been very surprised by how realistic
people are,” LaBar said. “The people who are at
this conference are not the ruthless people in
business. They are the people who care, and these
are the people who need to move more and more
into driving the way we do business.
“Normally, at events like this that are concerned
with the future as well as the present, you have
true believers who say all week, ‘everything is
great and we’re taking the world by storm.’ But
here, everyone is well aware of the challenges at
hand and building realistic, attainable programs
to overcome them. That’s tough for true
believers, because you want to believe everyone is
just like you — and why wouldn’t they do this?
People are very realistic, and that has really
impressed me.”
Sprint’s Keanon Swan expressed the same
surprise as LaBar while touting a new way to

According to Maryrose Sylvester, president and CEO
of GE Lighting, “We will be working with the cities to
analyze data trends and determine where the solution
holds the most value and how it will ultimately be
used.”
"Jacksonville is excited to be on the front lines with
this pilot project, using new technology to increase
efficiency and drive innovation at no cost to
taxpayers," added Jacksonville Mayor Alvin Brown.
"This technology has the potential to transform how
our city solves problems by allowing us to use the
power of data to drive outcomes that give us
flexibility, efficiency, and new, creative actions to
enhance life in our city."

Five (Sustainability)
Aspirations
During his talk at SB ’15 San Diego, BBMG’s
Raphael Bemporad made a startling
comment: “For awhile, we’ve been missing a
truly aspirational generation.” As he
elaborated on what it would take for us to
again reach for the proverbial stars, like the
Baby Boomers actually did in the 1960s, he
hit upon a five-point checklist for achieving
aspiration within sustainability practices:
Abundance Without Waste: Create more
experiences/products with fewer resources,
replacing the feeling of “we don’t have
enough” scarcity.
Be Truly As You Are: Welcoming imperfection
as a beautiful, honest state. “It takes us from
controlling conversations to listening to the
other party and working on more
collaborative solutions,” Bemporad said,
citing Everlane’s radical transparency
program as an example.
Get Closer: Connect with people behind a
brand’s promises, looking at the customer
value of a transaction rather than making the
sale. PayPal was cited as a chief practitioner.
Do It All: Move from a fixed position or way of
doing business to a fluid, engaging way in
which all can share success “based on our
happiness and life choices,” Bemporad said,
citing Urban Outfitters as a perfect example.
Do Some Good: Reinvent the way we do
business to better serve humanity.

(SOURCE: Disney)

(SOURCE: Green Advantage)
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STEM
As summer ends and the 2015 school year
begins, I&T Today examines trends for the
upcoming school year, as well as a look at
the best STEM camps of the summer.
Project-Based Learning continues to be
a hot topic, reflected in the coding and
robotics camps that kept students sharp
while school was it. Exclusive interviews
with Bill Nye, Principal Maria Vera-Drucker,
and the esteemed speakers from the Nifty
Fifty Program make this our most in-depth
STEM section produced in proud
partnership with the USA Science &
Engineering Festival. The USA Science &
Engineering Festival will be held April 1417, 2016 in Washington, D.C. with Founding

Bill Nye
The Science-PoliticsEducation-Social MediaHome AutomationGlobal Warming-Guy

Interview by Melissa Hirsch & Charles Warner

Bill Nye. If you grew up in the
90’s, your brain will automatically recall the words
“The Science Guy” – and
maybe even the iconic show’s
theme song. Bill hasn’t missed
a step since his days teaching
kids about the earth’s crust,
how light works, and so much
more. For starters, he’s the
CEO of the Planetary Society,
which was co-founded by
his former teacher, Carl
Sagan. He’s taken on the
anti-science mongers of
the world in interviews.
His next book, Unstoppable
(out November 10), not only
describes him, but tackles
what he sees as the biggest
problem facing humankind:
global warming and those who
deny it. On #TuesdaysWithBill, he hits
the Twitter-verse with no-nonsense answers to the
world’s science questions.
Nye’s sense of humor, intelligence, and willingness
to discuss tough issues make him a hit with millennials
nationwide.
In this exclusive interview, Nye shares his views on
just about everything under (and including) the sun.

& Presenting Host Lockheed Martin.
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I&T Today: What are the biggest
obstacles to getting kids in STEM?

“I want the
millennials to
be the next
Great Generation.
I want them to
change the world.
This is my hope.
This is my dream.
This is what I
work towards.”
Innovation & Tech Today: Why
are events like the USA Science &
Engineering Festival so important?
Bill Nye: Well, the big thing we all talk
about continually is hands-on learning.
You want kids to be able to touch
things – not just watch them. Everybody
agrees: it is important to give students
an opportunity to really touch things and
really see things. All of our technology
and our food and our weather reports –
everything comes from a relatively
disease-free society compared to a
hundred years ago. That’s all a result of
science, so of course you want to get
kids excited about that. But also, from a
practical standpoint, you get to get kids
excited about engineering jobs.
If you’re a corporation like Lockheed
Martin who has a strong presence
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there, you have to get engineers in the
pipeline, too. You gotta get kids excited
about science and engineering so you
can hire them as employees someday.
I&T Today: I think another point
about the USA Science & Engineering
Festival people talk about is the
importance of kids having role
models and seeing people who
are really happy in their jobs. Do
you think experience combats the
stereotype that it’s uncool to be a
geek?
BN: Yes. The strongest evidence I can
think of is The Big Bang Theory. It is the
biggest TV show on television – not just
the biggest sitcom, but it has the highest ratings all week. They’re all lovable
geeks! That alone is incontrovertible
evidence that it’s hip to be a square.

BN: It turns out algebra is the single
most reliable indicator of whether
or not a kid pursues a career in
science or math. It’s not clear that
it’s cause-and-effect, but what we
want to do is start teaching algebra
earlier and have it be lower pressure.
Traditionally it’s taught in middle
school, and either you like it and
get into it, or you hate it and no
one ever makes you do it again.
We want everybody to be fluent
in algebra. It’s a solvable problem.
You do not need to scrap the entire
school system. It’s a tweak to
enable science technology
engineering and math for a better
tomorrow for all of humankind.
Is that so wrong?!

THE WHITEBOARD FOR THE
MODERN WORLD.

When you have a space program,
you do not have to run around
obsessing about creating STEM!
STEM! STEM! STEM just happens
as part of your everyday experience.
I&T Today: And that’s really
closely related to the projectbased learning you hear a lot of
buzz about, too.
BN: We love project-based learning.
That’s also the hands-on learning. You
want to build a robot? That’s all you.
I&T Today: And then the math and
science is something that you learn
so you can do something really
awesome like building a robot
instead of just passing a test.
BN: Yeah, exactly. This is part of the
theater background, but I remind
everybody, it’s test time! You nervous?
Yes, you’re nervous. And before a show
you’re nervous. As the saying goes, if
you’re not nervous, quit doing it. When
you teach people, remind everybody to
take the nervousness and turn it into
excitement. Not saying, WOW! A pop
quiz! Cool! But just, Well, a pop quiz.
Okay. Time to focus.

SMART kapp® is a simple whiteboard with a modern twist. Through its app, you can save your content
as a screenshot, as well as share your session with anyone in the world as it unfolds.
And, it’ll look great in your home office. Buy online at smartkapp.com/store

© 2015 SMART Technologies. All rights reserved. SMART kapp and the SMART logo and all SMART taglines and product logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SMART
Technologies in the U.S. and/or other countries. All third-party product and company names are for identification purposes only and may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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I&T Today: What’s the importance of
adding the “A” in STEM and making
it STEAM?

BN: I guess I’ve expressed opinions on all
those things, haven’t I?

BN: When you do that, you diffuse it
a little bit. You don’t want to eschew
the arts. They’re very important. You
know, I was just in Japan (recently),
and it’s a real thing – when Japanese
society does anything, they take into
account how it looks. And why don’t
we all do that? Japanese companies
want U.S. students engaged with
their students, because it is generally
agreed U.S. students are somewhat
more creative. They also want U.S.
students to see disciplined Japanese
science students doing disciplined
things – not just dinking around. Toshiba
has an exchange program. It’s called
Tomodachi, which means friendship.
The better you know your neighbors
the more likely you’ll do business with
them, and then more productive and
creative everyone will be, the better the
world will be tomorrow.

I&T Today: Yes, and
it’s really important
that you do. Have you
noticed a change in
the political climate
and how we address
these sorts of issues?
What role do you
think science plays
in shaping these
conversations?

I&T Today: With the hashtag
#TuesdaysWithBill, reading mean
tweets, and your cameo on Inside
Amy Schumer, do you think it’s
important to really be engaging the
millennial crowd and getting them
thinking about and talking about
science?
BN: Well, of course, but those are the
people who grew up watching the
show. It’s fun for me to engage them,
and those are people that are going to
finally change the world. This is to say
we are living now in an extraordinary
situation where people are denying
climate change. This is a problem I
realize now has to be solved in parallel
with actually solving climate change. So,
engaging millennials and encouraging
them to vote for the environment I think
in the short, medium, and long-term
would be in everyone’s best interest.
I&T Today: You talk about intelligent
design, homosexuality, fracking…
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“It’s a tweak to
enable science,
technology,
engineering and
math for a better
tomorrow for all
of humankind.
Is that so wrong?!”

BN: The absolute
most serious problem
humankind faces
is climate change.
That is sciencebased policymaking.
Vaccinations – that’s
science. It is not
freedom of choice. I
have a right to not have your smallpoxinfected kid running around my society.
I went to elementary school with a
guy who had polio. You do not freaking
want polio, I’m telling you right now.
So there’s a vaccine for it, and that’s a
science-based policy. When it comes to
homosexuality, the proof that there is a
sound policy is that the Supreme Court
just issued a ruling that you can marry
anyone that you want. And that is also,
if you look at the biggest picture,
science-based decision-making.
Homosexual people exist in society.
Deal! That whole thing for me is so
personal. A guy wants to marry another
guy. So what?! I can understand
now from an evolutionary standpoint
there are traditions which discourage
homosexuality, because that eliminates
or greatly reduces the chance of having
grandkids. I can understand where topdown management of a religion would
discourage that. But, there’s a lot of
kids happening anyway with 7 billion
people in the world.

I&T Today: So, do you think our
society and the world at large would
be better off if science dictated more
policy and religion?
BN: Well, religion you’ve got to keep
separate. That’s another idea those
people who wrote the Constitution
had. It’s a great idea. These guys
running for president right now
bringing it up is very troubling. But
we want science-based everything.
This doesn’t mean you seek a single
scientific authority and do what he or
she says. It means you have a society
where all the voters and taxpayers are
scientifically literate. They’re not all
engineers. They’re not all scientists.
They don’t all write scientific papers.
But they have an appreciation for it
in the same way everybody has an
opinion on what’s right and wrong as
manifested in our laws. People have
opinions about whether or not a
law is good. In the same way, we
want everyone to have an opinion
about science from scientifically
literate society.
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I&T Today: I’m interested in how
you would go about differentiating
a good scientific perspective from a
bad one.
BN: That’s the whole thing – we
want everybody involved. The one
thing you can count on in science
is that it’s going to change. The
information you find tomorrow’s going
to be different from the information
you have today. That’s part of the
process, and that’s what we celebrate.
So when it comes to climate change,
it has been politicized. That is to say
you can argue about whether or not
it’s really happening. That’s wrong
from a scientific standpoint. Climate
change is very well-documented from
a scientific standpoint, and at least
97% of the world scientists are very
concerned about it. But in the United
States, especially the fossil fuel industry
has been involved in so many political
campaigns, a great number of politicians
have been influenced to believe or to
say they believe that climate change
isn’t a settled issue. That is based on
the fossil fuel industry.
I&T Today: I love what you said about
the millennials being the ones to
change the world.
BN: Climate change denial is not
entirely, but generally, a generational
issue. Millennials do not deny climate
change. It’s old guys, people my age,
who deny climate change.
I&T Today: I think that they’re more
savvy than we give them credit for,
and they have a few tricks up their
sleeves to be a positive force for
change especially with regards to
climate change and maybe politics.
What you think about that?
BN: Well, I mean that’s my dream. Last
night, I submitted the last version of the
manuscript of my next book, which is
called Unstoppable: Climate Change in
the Next Great Generation. My parents
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“Dismiss science because it
changes? No, we prefer you
dismiss your other beliefs.”
were both veterans of World War II.
My dad was a prisoner of war, and
my mom was in the Navy. People call
them the ‘Greatest Generation.’ I want
the millennials to be the next Great
Generation. I want them to change
the world. This is my hope. This is my
dream. This is what I work towards.
I&T Today: Have you noticed a change
in corporate America’s attitude
toward sustainability?
BN: Well, green is the new black
as they say. Corporations have their
whole brands based on this now. The
interesting thing is an organization like
REI. They’re like, Hey! We were here
first! Whole Foods and Chipotle, too.
These guys are all about sustainability.
You go into a restaurant, and the pork
is all grass fed. It’s in the culture. In car
companies, you have fully recyclable
body panels, recyclable tires, and so on.
It’s all the rage. Of course, from my point
of view it’s not enough, but the longest
journey begins with a single step.
I&T Today: Hopefully it’s moving
away from just the lip service that
you’ve seen in the past, even if it is
just in small steps.
BN: Well, small steps are how you
get going on this. And the millennials
are going to demand it. There’s an
interesting market question. I just
mentioned Chipotle (it must be on my
mind). They’re saying, no genetically
modified organisms. We’ll see how
well that does. We’ll let the market sort
that out. I strongly feel that genetically

modified organisms are not inherently
bad. We’ll see how that sustainable
that is for businesses – if they can raise
enough food without GMO’s, if people
really do prefer the old technology
flavors versus the new ones.

Be Brilliant.

I&T Today: What are the biggest
obstacles to having your dream
of millennials changing the world
actually coming to fruition? On
the other hand, what are the most
encouraging things you’ve seen in
this group of people that lead you to
believe this could happen?
BN: These people, those who work at
the Planetary Society, they work hard.
They’re enthusiastic, passionate people
who accomplish great things. And the
technical savvy is after my time. Double
thumbs juggling. It’s amazing. The
obstacle is climate change denial. It’s a
serious problem in the U.S. The other
thing is people feeling powerless. The
problem is so big, there’s no way to get
started on it.
I&T Today: I think they don’t believe
they have a voice. Politics is all
bought and paid for, so it is hard to
get representatives who stand up for
what the people want.
BN: And it’s not that they’re evil.
It’s that we’ve accidentally created
a system where you need so much
money to stay elected. This goes back
to gerrymandering of congressional
districts. Each time it was done, it
seemed like kind of an okay thing to
do. But we’ve gotten really out of hand.
Gerrymandering is a solvable problem.
It’s going to take voters and taxpayers
agreeing that we need to solve it, but
the biggest picture to remind everyone
of is we’re more alike than we are
different. You think you don’t have
anything in common with those people
in that neighborhood, but you do. The
reason we don’t fix gerrymandering
is for the most part because we’re
afraid of people that we don’t know. It
FALL 2015 | INNOVATION & TECH TODAY
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“Vaccinations – that’s science. It is not freedom of
choice. I have a right to not have your smallpoxinfected kid running around my society.”

turns out that you actually have more
in common with them than you think.
That’s my claim.
I&T Today: What are your thoughts
on home automation and the Internet
of Things?
BN: I have a Nest thermostat, and it’s
fantastic. It cools off the house from my
car. This week, I had use of the BMW
i3. It’s their small electric vehicle, which
is excellent. And you have got to be able
to check your vehicle’s state of charge
from your phone! You need that as part
of your life! After you drive an electric
car, you will never go back. One of the
reasons you’ll never go back is when
you get in your car in the morning, the
cabin has been preconditioned: the airconditioner or heater has been turned
on. It’s automated. I’m a big fan of
that having sensors in the refrigerator
reminding you get a get a quart of milk.
With that said, you have to protect
the infrastructure. You cannot let the
Internet get hacked. It cannot go down.
These are things we have to keep in
mind. The Internet isn’t a luxury, it’s a
necessity. I’m a big fan of net neutrality.
As soon as you have a communications
company making a deal that gets you
faster Internet than your neighbors,
you’re heading for trouble. You want to
democratize information.
I&T Today: What do you think about
the line of reasoning that privatizing
Internet will make for a better
product?
BN: Disagree. Do you want to privatize
the sewer? To privatize the voltage?
Over here we use 195, over here is 98 –
No! That is almost certainly lobbying
from communications companies who
see the opportunity to make a very
good living without having to change
much. In fact, you could even argue that
service would go down if you privatize
it. What does everybody complain
about? Any talk show host can make a
joke about the cable company. There is
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a comedian, Larry the Cable Guy, whose
name is a joke. I want everybody to
have a highest-quality Internet possible.
In the argument that the free market
always does it better, I disagree. The
example everybody gives is that we
went to the moon. Yes, we went to
the moon on the lowest bidder. Hoover
Dam was built by private companies,
but somebody had a vision. It was not a
private company. Somebody will make
wire, somebody will make modems,
and somebody will make Bluetooth
devices. But the standards will be
agreed upon through a democratic
process, and the quality will be kept up
because you want the best service for
everyone.
I&T Today: Is that the same with
healthcare?
BN: Yes! Well, yes! That’s a solvable
problem. Why not have the best
healthcare in the world in the United
States? Why not have the best
healthcare for everybody?
I&T Today: A recurring theme in our
discussion is the alignment of science
with common sense. It seems like
the two are connected in one way or
another.
BN: Well, as my parents, especially my
mom so often said, “Common sense
is not that common.” It seems obvious
to me that you don’t have poor people
who can’t get access to the Internet.
That’s not in your best interest. You do
not want a situation where rich people
get water for their lawns, but poor
people can’t get clean water for the
baby’s formula. As obvious as that is
to me, other people think if someone
doesn’t have money, they just shouldn’t
have [that resource]. They’re just as
passionate and believe just as strongly
as I do, but I just disagree with them.
What we want is for everyone to get a
vote, and then we sort out what’s right
and wrong. I’ll give you an example. I
used to think genetically modified food

was sort of dangerous because we
couldn’t predict what would happen
in the ecosystem. But, after having
spent another two years with it, I was
wrong. I think genetically modified food
is actually a pretty good idea. What we
need is not to regulate new organisms
so much as to regulate farming
practices.
I&T Today: Since science changes
over time and new studies
sometimes disprove what we
thought was foundational, do you
think people use that fact to further
solidify their religious or political
beliefs? Are they misguided in
doing so?
BN: Dismiss science because it
changes? No, we prefer you dismiss
your other beliefs. Everyone would
really prefer that. For a long time people
though that diseases were caused
by evil spirits. A reasonable premise,
but it turns out that’s not what causes
diseases. People used to think that
only virgin women could plant seeds
to have a successful harvest. That’s
probably not true. It’s a hypothesis that
you can disprove, so that’s the essence
of science. And that it does change
is not to say that everything changes.
Because science change doesn’t mean
that Rubidium has a different number
of protons. There’s a lot of things in
science that are true that are going to
be true forever. The sun is hot. There
you go. People used to think that
emotions come from your heart, but
they most certainly come from your
brain. People didn’t believe that blood
circulated in veins and arteries, for
crying out loud!
Hear more from Bill Nye the Science
Guy this coming April at the USA
Science & Engineering Festival in
Washington, D.C.
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From
Fantastic
to Super
Sustainable
By Michael Mascioni

ICS One

Real-time, weather-based irrigation management
custom engineered for Control4
The Weird Past and Promising
Future of Columbia Island
The evolution of Columbia Island
reads like an outlandish adventure or
historical novel – and now, a direct
peek into the present and future of
well-integrated renewable energy.
A radio transmission center was
built in 1941 on the two-acre island
near New Rochelle, NY by CBS,
only to be purportedly used for
secret military purposes during
WWII. CBS decommissioned the
transmission center after a pilot
crashed there in 1967, killing five.
CBS then sold the island to Peter
Lind Hayes, a radio announcer, who
in turn, donated the island to the
College of New Rochelle. The
college owned the island for about
20 years before deeding it to their
caretaker, who held it for about 20
years. In 2007, it was sold it to Al
Sutton, an MD, film producer, and
human rights activist now converting the former commer-cial building
into a residence.

What do you do with a broken-down island?
Turn it into a model of sustainable solar living,
if you’re among those on New York’s Columbia
Island.
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When Sutton acquired the island,
it was mired in disrepair. After a false
start with one contractor, he turned
to Marine Solutions, a Long Island
outfit known for its inventive use of
marine materials and equipment to
refinish, repair, and restore boats and
buildings in marine environments.
Harry Hunt, the company’s
proprietor, has overseen a large scale
rebuilding and renovation process
on the island, casting aside the
dilapidated transmission center,
broken windows, and other fading
remnants from the island in favor of
green energy systems.

A key part of the rebuilding
process involved turning the island
into a self-generating power
environment. The island’s current
energy self-sufficiency is driven by
its 60 solar panels and solar storage
capability. The panels and solar
storage units were installed three
years ago and are supported by 6
Xantrex 6,000-watt inverters. The
island uses 7,000 to 8,000 kilowatts
of solar energy at peak periods. It
also utilizes the solar panels,
inverters, and 40 lead-acid batteries
packed with 48 volts to store solar
energy. Provisions have been made
to supplement the solar/clean
energy component with diesel fuel,
primarily for two 45-kilowatt Mastry
MasPower generators in the kitchen
area, but so far there has been
virtually no need to rely on that fuel.

Don't touch a thing!

STOP!

And still reduce water use by 50% while enjoying the healthiest
landscape in the neighborhood.

Plans are afoot to install wind
turbines on the island in the not too
distant future. However, Columbia
Island’s next door neighbor, Pea
Island, will feature a large wind
turbine, pending permit approval.
Another key challenge, fresh water
needs, was addressed by Marine
Solutions with its Village Marine
Tech reverse osmosis system.
Given its unusual history, it’s not
surprising to hear that Hunt has
plans to write a book about the
island’s history. Certainly, Columbia
Island’s strategy serves as an
inspiration to others to maximize
their use of renewable sources, even
in the most obscure locations.

Visit us at www.BIT-USA.com to found out more, or call (866) 803-3443.

Talking Story, Effectively
Kohler’s Rob
Zimmerman
discusses how
the home fixture
giant shares its
sustainability
successes
publicly — and
why others must
do the same

‘We continued
to increase our
investment in
sustainability,
but we also had
to be willing to
talk about stuff,
whether we knew
it would work
or not.’
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Developing a sustainability practice is one thing.
Sharing the story in a compelling way that engages
customers is another. This dilemma faces many
companies as they bring their leaner, greener, more
community-oriented practices to the forefront.
“We’re doing all these wonderful things, we have a
great product line that helps people save water in their
homes, and we’re not talking about it,” said Rob
Zimmerman of Kohler, the multi-billion dollar
manufacturer of energy-efficient faucets, toilets, and
other water-oriented home fixtures. “It’s like sales; you
get the sale when the risk of change becomes less than
the risk of staying the same.
“That’s where we were at. We continued to increase
our investment in sustainability, but we also had to be
willing to talk about stuff, whether we knew it would
work or not. It’s the journey that’s interesting, not what
we did last year.”

changing 1.6 liter-per-flush toilets were all the rage in
California as far back as the 1980s. “Even in the 1970s,
we advertised and encouraged low water-use faucets
and showerheads,” Zimmerman recalled “We’ve
believed in conservation and the need for conservation
for a long time.”
How does Kohler tell its long, illustrious story today?
With strong, catchy storytelling techniques involving
innovative practices and a dynamic blog format on their
‘Believe in Being Better’ blog. No surprise there.
“A little less than two years ago, we launched
believe.kohler.com,” Zimmerman said. “We took stories
from across the company and told them from the point
of view of our Kohler associates: ‘I’m working on this
project to reduce water use in our shop in China.’ We
call it a blog, but it’s really more of a very short-story
format, where we’ll have a paragraph or two, and then a
picture, and then populate that blog. We have about 150
stories on there now, from all over the world.”

As Zimmerman noted, a discussion about
sustainability is a discussion about moving forward
It’s the journey that’s interesting,
from today. That’s not easy in a society that touts past
not what we did last year.
achievements, celebrates history, measures today’s
efforts based on yesterday’s balance sheet, and tends to
One of the projects they’re touting speaks of the
fear the unknown — as in, the future. Multiply that
impact of sustainability and renewal on an individual
several times over, and you have the reality of
basis: the Reneww House Project, a joint effort with
companies who are trying to forge practices for these far
Whirlpool. The companies are retrofitting a 90-year-old
different times while adhering to long-held missions,
home converted into graduate student housing at
shareholders’ concerns, and the like.
Purdue University. “We started this last year with the
goal of going net zero energy, which we’ve done; now
Consequently, companies struggle to tell their
we want to go net zero water,” Zimmerman explained.
sustainability stories in a way people can relate to and
“Whirlpool has the washers and dishwashers; we have
act upon. As Zimmerman noted, discussion often tends
the fixtures, toilets and faucets. Between the two
to circle around a subject without landing – no matter
companies, just about every drop of water that’s used in
how good their practices might be.
the home is going to go through our products. There
“The term I picked up at this conference was ‘green
are three or four grad students living in this house at
blushing’,” Zimmerman said while taking a break at
one time, so it’s not a lab. It’s real life.”
Sustainable Brands’ SB San Diego 15 conference. “It’s
The results are measured so the students, too, can
when people are afraid to say exactly what they’re doing
evaluate their energy use. Zimmerman feels projects
for fear of being dragged through the mud by an
such as Reneww speak to the next step in our
environmentalist. They’re afraid of saying more and
sustainability growth — to focus on systems rather than
overstating where they’re at, and then they say nothing.
individual end uses. “Regulators in the industry talk
Kohler was probably in that position until two or three
about gallons per flush, and that’s a start, but to get to
years ago, and then finally, it dawned on our senior
the next level, we’ve got to look at it as an integrated
leadership that we have to have a position.”
system,” he said. “That’s the intent of this project.”
Ironically, Kohler has one of the best and longestIt’s also a story that will find plenty of adopters when
running records of sustainability in the world. Their
told. No green blushing about it.
water-efficient faucets and fixtures have occupied
American homes since the 1970s, and their industry— R.Y.
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Key Points of President Obama’s Climate Change Plan
At the same time Pope Francis suggested a revolution was necessary to combat climate change, President
Obama took the front lines in August with a bold, ambitious plan. According to the EPA, the $8.4 billion plan
will result in $34 billion to $54 billion in benefits. Its highlights include:
• States must meet specific carbon emission reduction based on their individual energy consumption;
• Carbon dioxide emissions will be limited in power plants nationwide;
• A cap-and-trade policy will be instituted to allow lower-energy users to sell credits to higher-level polluters
to extend their limit;
• Standards of performance will be established.

When the world’s premier sustainable
builders gather in Washington D.C. November
18-19 for Greenbuild 2015, they’ll be seeking
out companies and partners whose green
products truly fit the ‘sustainable’ bill while
also pointing the way forward.
What about combatting any wood-based
building’s greatest nightmare — water? Given
the current state of the water sealant and
transparent stain market, sustainable
builders and architects can be excused if they
give the product category a pass. After all,
stains are toxic and use bee’s wax to create
the spectacular ‘dancing water’ effect we see
in TV commercials and in magazine ads.
“If you have a new house, or old house, you
probably have some transparent stain on
there; there’s probably 40 or 50 [stains] on
the market with well-known names,” said
Hank Croteau of Seal-Once. “The tech in how
those products are made is very similar.
Anybody can make them. They’re using COCs
and toxic chemicals, and no matter which one
you use, it’s high maintenance; you have to
apply it every year or two.”
The problem, Croteau says, is that the
products aren’t waterproof at all. Once they
break down, and their water-repellent
qualities evaporate, the wood absorbs water,
“which is the killer of everything. If you don’t
address it, you have rotten wood. What’s
changed in the last 40 years in formulation is

better marketing. If anything, the formulations have gotten worse.”
With Seal-Once, Croteau has transformed
the playing field. Unlike the others, Seal-Once
is a non-toxic, fully waterproof product with
no VOC’s (even the Marine product is fishfriendly) that not only protects wood, but
strengthens its own defenses against water
absorption. “If you put this product on wood,
by itself, without color on it. The nano
particles in Seal-Once are the size of an
atom. Water is the carrier. You brush or spray;
you can’t roll it.”
There are two principal secrets to the
process, one of which Croteau revealed.
“When you put it on wood – any kind of wood,
including iron wood such as IPW, composite
wood and concrete/masonry – the water will
evaporate and bring the particles inside the
wood,” he said. “It actually forms a clear,
flexible polymer that becomes 100 percent
waterproof. When it rains outside, your deck
will get wet, but it will never absorb water.”
And for the other? It boils down to a version
of reverse engineering that millions of
frustrated homeowners wish they could use
to reverse their own experience with stains.
“You can put it on an existing piece of wood
that has absorbed water before, and has
mildew stain or mold, and our product works
in reverse — but I can’t tell you how,” Croteau
said coyly.

Remember slapping together stray 2x4s and pieces
of plywood for a backyard treehouse? In this era of
sustainability, apparently things have changed.

:\prompts_

SPORTS FANS AND THE ENVIRONMENT

A New Zealand engineer, Jono Williams, has
developed a solar-powered treehouse. The Skysphere
works with voice commands and even alerts you
when you need more beer. Like other automated
homes, the lighting, temperature, and sound system
are remotely controlled with a mobile app.
The Skysphere features
270 square feet of living
space. It sits 10 meters (33
feet) above the North New
Zealand countryside, and
offers a 360-degree view.
“From an early age I
have always liked to make
things,” Williams told CNN.
“I am most pleased with
my in-couch, refrigerated
beer dispenser. This allows
me to press a button on my
phone and have a cold beer
served directly to my hand.”
It took Williams three years and $50,000 to build
Skysphere — a far cry from those nickel-and-dime
childhood treehouses, but certainly a great example
of innovation.

Meet Seal-Once: Your
Home’s New Best Friend
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